ABSTRACT

Eclipse OMR is an open-source C++ framework for building robust language runtimes. The OMR toolkit includes a dynamic Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler, a garbage collector, a platform abstraction library, and a set of developer tooling capabilities. To support the diverse languages and architectures targeted by the framework, OMR’s variability implementation uses a combination of build-system variability and static polymorphism. That is, all implementation classes that depend on the selected language and architecture are decided at compile time. However, OMR developers now realize that the current variability design decision, specifically the static polymorphism implementation, has its drawbacks. They are considering using dynamic polymorphism instead of static polymorphism.

Before making such a fundamental design change, however, it is crucial to collect function information and overload/override statistics about the current variability in the code base.

In this paper, we present OMRSSTATS, a static analysis tool that we built for OMR developers to help them collect this information. Specifically, OMRSSTATS (1) visualizes the class hierarchy from OMR’s current static polymorphic implementation, (2) visualizes the function overloads and overrides with their respective locations in the source code, (3) collects important information about the classes and functions, and (4) stores all the collected information in a database for further analysis. Our tool OMRSSTATS allows OMR developers to make better design decisions on which variability extension points should be switched from static polymorphism to dynamic polymorphism.
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component, and uses static polymorphism where all type resolution for the objects that vary according to language or architecture happens at compile time. The resolution is guided by the selection of directories in the build system to compose a given variant of the product line.

The Problem. Variability implementation decisions may often need to be revisited during the lifetime of a given software product line [17]. The choice of using static polymorphism, instead of the more typical dynamic polymorphism, was driven by performance concerns, and was decided at the beginning of the project. Given that OMRT variants are language run-time environments, they need to be optimized as much as possible. The assumption was that language extensions will need to override many functions from the core functionality and hence dynamic polymorphism will have a negative impact on the run-time performance of the products. In addition, most classes in downstream projects will only have one real implementation of these methods, so adding the virtual keyword and the cost of dynamic dispatch is not necessary. After developing OMR, developers now realize that one major downside to using the current variability implementation mechanism is the difficulty of onboarding potential consumers of the framework, as it is challenging to reason about and extend OMR without detailed understanding of all the pieces. Static polymorphism also forces OMR developers and OMR consumers to use some conventions that are uncommon for C++ to ensure it works as expected. Due to these drawbacks, OMR developers are currently considering switching to dynamic polymorphism to enable the explicit definition of extension points using the virtual keyword. The hypothesis is that, in practice, changing the extension points to dynamic polymorphism would not add a significant cost to the runtime performance of the product. In order to investigate this hypothesis, OMR developers need to have a better understanding of the current hierarchies in the code and how/if downstream projects (i.e., additional programming languages) use the various functions in the code.

Contributions of this Paper. In this paper, we report on how we supported OMR developers with their variability implementation decisions. Specifically, we created a Clang (a C family front-end for the LLVM compiler [3]) [1] plug-in, called OMRSStatistics, that (1) visualizes the class hierarchy from OMR’s current static polymorphic implementation, (2) visualizes the function overloads and overrides with their respective locations in the source code, (3) collects important information about the classes and functions (such as lists of functions in each class and callsite information), and (4) stores all the collected information in a database for further analysis. Running OMRSStatistics on the OMR code showed that client developers have to search in a wide range of classes for the functions (extension points) they need to extend in order to connect their language with OMR. In addition, we found out that only 3.4% of all the functions in these classes are expected to be extended. Powered with this information, OMR developers now believe that changing to dynamic polymorphism will (1) make it clearer and more intuitive for developers to find the right extension points to use when extending OMR with their language, and at the same time (2) will have a minimal impact on the run-time performance of OMR.

Paper Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some background information about the Eclipse OMR project, which is the target of our OMRSStatistics tool. In Section 3, we describe the problem of static vs. dynamic polymorphism in more details to motivate the need for OMRSStatistics. Section 4 describes the details of OMRSStatistics. Section 5 describes the statistics we obtained by applying OMRSStatistics to OMR, as well as how OMR developers used these results. Section 6 presents related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND: ECLIPSE OMR

In this section, we describe the open-source project Eclipse OMR and its variability implementation in more detail.

2.1 Eclipse OMR

Java runtime technology has benefited from hundreds of person years of development investment over the last two decades, resulting in a highly capable and scalable dynamic language that delivers powerful performance and has a vibrant developer ecosystem. The Eclipse OMR project aims to expand access to high quality runtime technologies for other dynamic languages through an ongoing effort to restructure the core components of IBM’s J9 Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The project was open sourced in March 2016, and intends to unlock the inner workings of the JVM, without imposing Java semantics, to create a common platform for building language runtimes [2].

Eclipse OMR is mostly written in C++. It includes a dynamic Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler, a garbage collector, a platform abstraction library, and a set of developer tooling capabilities. These OMR components can easily be integrated into an existing runtime by language developers, providing support on different hardware architectures: X86(AMD64 and I386), Power, and Z. In this paper, we will focus our discussions and experiments on the JIT compiler component of the Eclipse OMR project. Considering that Eclipse OMR works with different languages and architectures, it has been designed with software variability in mind. It can be thought of as an SPL, where each combination of language and architecture is a variant or product.

2.2 Variability Implementation

OMR is designed to support the five architectures mentioned above and any number of programming languages. Ignoring some low-level details that we will not discuss in this paper, OMR’s variability implementation can be reduced to three main ideas: a nested directory structure corresponding to different layers in the implementation, static polymorphism, and include path variability.

2.2.1 Directory Structure. Since supporting architectures implies that classes must have different implementations, each class is declared in different directories representing the different architectures supported in the project. Each declaration includes an implementation for a specific architecture. Figure 1 shows an example of a class, TreeEvaluator, which is implemented differently depending on the host architecture. TreeEvaluator is declared in the header file OMRTreeEvaluator.hpp, which is found in the directory of every architecture (under the subdirectory: codgen). Notice that the different header files all share the same name; this is a critical fact that
allows the include path variability to function correctly. However, each declaration in a file uses a namespace that corresponds to the directory it is in (more in Section 2.2.2). Functionality that is common to multiple architectures would reside in a common parent directory. For example, the common TreeEvaluator implementation for I386 and AMD64 architectures resides in a TreeEvaluator class in X86 directory. Note that OMR consists of more than 1,000 classes that build up its various functionality across multiple architectures. However, only certain classes are meant to be extended by users. Such classes, called extensible classes, are tagged with a keyword, OMR_EXTENSIBLE, when they are declared.

2.2.2 Static Polymorphism. We use the notion of specialization to reflect on the “concreteness” of a namespace: a specialized namespace is one that contains the implementation of a specific architecture whereas a less specialized namespace is one that contains implementation common to multiple architectures. In that sense, a namespace that contains implementation for AMD64 architecture is more specialized, or specific, than a namespace that contains implementation for X86 architecture in general.

In order to explain the static polymorphism part of the variability implementation, we take one example of a class in OMR that has a varying implementation depending on the host architecture. As shown in Figure 2, the MemoryReference class is found in multiple namespaces. The namespace signifies the architecture that this MemoryReference implementation targets. Each MemoryReference class inherits from a class with the same name in a more general namespace. For example, OMR::X86::AMD64::MemoryReference inherits from OMR::X86::MemoryReference.

The current hierarchy means that there are multiple classes that have the name MemoryReference, but these classes have different namespaces and implementations depending on the target architecture: when compiling for AMD64, the appropriate MemoryReference class that should be used by the rest of the project is OMR::AMD64::MemoryReference, whereas when compiling for I386, the appropriate class is OMR::I386::MemoryReference. The idea is that we should simply be able to include and use MemoryReference anywhere in the code, and get the right implementation according to the architecture we are building for. To be able to accomplish such behavior, OMR developers created the namespace TR which always extends the right MemoryReference class. If, for instance, the TreeEvaluator class is calling a function from MemoryReference, it would use TR::MemoryReference and trust that the latter is pointing to the right MemoryReference hierarchy base. Hence, every hierarchy is expected to terminate with a ‘concrete’ class, which is in the TR namespace.

In order to find the right base class that TR::MemoryReference should extend, OMR developers created a Connector class for each hierarchy. For MemoryReference, that class would be OMR::MemoryReferenceConnector, and the TR::MemoryReference class would extend this connector class (See Figure 2). Each implementation of the MemoryReference would then have a typedef between OMR::MemoryReferenceConnector and its own class. Each typedef is protected (similar to the idea of include guards), such that only one typedef is seen by the compiler in a given configuration. Based on the include path prioritization (Section 2.2.3), the typedef in the most specialized class will always be seen first and thus will be the class that TR::MemoryReference extends. Note that all the concrete types to be used are determined at compile time.

In order to make sure that static polymorphism works as expected, OMR developers had to introduce a code convention that must be used. Consider Figure 3, when calling function a() from class C, the compiler would use the this pointer, which points to class C, and call this->a(). After not finding the function, it would refer to class B and try calling this->a(). Note that the this pointer is now pointing to class B and not class A. After not finding a() in class B, it would refer to class A and try calling this->a(). When executing the implementation of A::a(), the compiler would reach Line 6, where it should execute this->b(). Since the compiler is executing a function of class A, this points to class A, and A::b() would be executed. However, based on the intended OMR
behavior where functionality from the most specific class needs to be called, the compiler is supposed to call B::b() since class B is the first parent class of C that contains an implementation of b(). To ensure this behavior, OMR developers created a self() function that always returns a pointer to the most specific or concrete class in a hierarchy; in our example, self() would return a pointer to C.

2.2.3 Include Path Variability. The case in Figure 2 touches on another complication: if in some cases, the most specific architecture does not have a declaration of some class, how would the compiler know that it should search in the parent directory? Here is where the include path prioritization compiler feature is used.

In order to compile a MemoryReference class for I386 architecture, the include paths passed to the compiler in the build system would be as follows: -Iomr/compiler/x/i386/codegen -Iomr/compiler/x/codegen -Iomr/compiler/codegen. The order is important, because compilers prioritize the paths passed first when resolving #include references. Hence, in the above case, the compiler would search for OMRMemoryReference.hpp in omr/compiler/x/i386/codegen/ first and would not find the class (since there is no specific implementation for I386). After that, the compiler searches for it in omr/compiler/x/codegen and finds the file there.

2.2.4 Hierarchies. Looking at the bigger picture, each class in OMR is basically a hierarchy of classes, starting from the OMR namespace, and ending in the most specific namespace of the architecture. It is important to note that at compile time, the hierarchy would be linear based on the architecture and language used. For example, when compiling for AMD64 architecture, the hierarchy of classes for MemoryReference would be as follows: OMR::MemoryReference -> OMR::X86::MemoryReference -> OMR::X86::AMD64::MemoryReference. Whereas when compiling for Power architecture, the hierarchy would be: OMR::MemoryReference -> OMR::Power::MemoryReference.

Since the library is intended to be used by a language developer, developers are expected to extend OMR’s classes in a new namespace called after the target language. For example, when having Ruby as a consumer of the OMR technology on AMD64, developers would create Ruby::MemoryReference that extends OMR::MemoryReferenceConnector which, in that case, is typedef’d to OMR::X86::AMD64::MemoryReference.

2.3 OMRChecker

As mentioned in the introduction, this implementation of static polymorphism, include path variability, and directory structure obliges developers to follow some conventions when extending the extensible classes. One convention is that all implementations of a type are declared in classes with the the same name but reside in different namespaces (such as OMR::X86::MemoryReference). Another convention is using the self() function instead of the this pointer. In order to enforce such conventions on developers, OMR developers created a Clang plug-in, called OMRChecker, to statically analyze the code and verify that no client code breaks this convention. OMRChecker only checks classes tagged with OMR_EXTENSIBLE since these are the only classes meant to be extended.
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Polymorphism is one way of implementing variability where the same function may have different behavior depending on the receiver type [18]. The receiver type can either be determined at runtime (dynamic polymorphism) or at compile time (static polymorphism). In this section, we discuss the pros and cons of static polymorphism when put into perspective with the OMR project, and how switching from static to dynamic polymorphism for the extensible parts of OMR may positively impact the project’s source code and efficiency.

3.1 Dynamic vs Static Polymorphism

Dynamic polymorphism is implemented by adding the virtual keyword to the function that is intended to be overridden. To resolve a virtual function, the program follows a pointer to the right version of the function [14]. Due to the virtual keyword, dynamic polymorphism makes it easier to spot the variability points of a class, i.e., the functions whose functionality might differ in other classes in the hierarchy. However, dynamic polymorphism introduces a run-time overhead when following pointers to find the right implementation of a function. This might impact program performance if the number of virtual function calls is high, which is why OMR developers moved away from using dynamic polymorphism.

On the other hand, with static polymorphism, no virtual keyword is used. Given a function call, the compiler would start searching for the implementation of the function in the caller class. If the function is not found, the compiler would search for the function in the parents of that class and so on. Hence, at compile time, all functions are linked to their right implementation. This positively impacts the run time of the program, when comparing it to dynamic polymorphism.

3.2 Consequences of Static Polymorphism in OMR

The choice of static polymorphism in OMR has multiple downsides: (1) it does not clearly identify the extent points where client developers are supposed to extend OMR in their new language and (2) it obliges developers to follow certain code conventions for the polymorphism to work successfully, such as using the OMR_EXTENSIBLE tag and the self() function mentioned earlier.

These conventions may sometimes be a deterrent for language developers. For example, in the case of a class that has some functions that are intended to be extended and others that are not, a class tag would not be very helpful. In this case, using dynamic polymorphism and adding the keyword virtual for functions that should be extended would be a better idea.

Using the self() function when calling a method of the same object is not a C++ convention that developers are used to; the default way is to use this. Similarly, for class static functions, developers must take care to write their static function calls using the most concrete class in the TR namespace to ensure that static methods can be overridden via static polymorphism as well. Code with incorrect usage of these conventions will still successfully compile, and but will dispatch to the wrong function; this makes developing code for OMR unintuitive.

Therefore, in summary, static polymorphism is adding conventions that the community contributors are obliged to follow, making the code less approachable and harder to read.

3.3 Moving to Dynamic Polymorphism

Given the above downsides, some of the OMR developers are advocating the change to dynamic polymorphism. The current hypothesis is that the vast majority of specialization exists in methods that are not called with a sufficient frequency to substantially impact run time speed and that furthermore, switching to dynamic polymorphism may in fact improve the compilation performance by allowing the compiler to do a better job building the source code. This improvement would be due to the ability to declare functions in header files, allowing the build compiler to inline more functions.

In order to test this hypothesis and collect more information to help OMR developers reach a decision, we created a tool, OMRStatistics, that analyzes the methods and classes of OMR’s source code. OMRStatistics can be helpful in multiple ways: first, the information provided would help check whether the amount of overridden functions in extensible classes is enough to significantly impact performance if virtualized. In addition, OMRStatistics will help OMR developers document the API boundaries, and reason about extensibility on a per-method/API basis. In summary, OMRStatistics helps developers reason about the variability in their source code.

In fact, all the information collected in OMRStatistics is stored in a database, which helps OMR developers answer their questions through querying the database. Some of their main concerns when considering to change to dynamic polymorphism are found in these questions:

- Q1: How many total classes are there in OMR and how many of these are extensible classes?
- Q2: How many methods do we have in total and how many of them are overridden in client/extension code?
- Q3: Is most functionality added through static polymorphism?

4 OMRSTATISTICS

In order to get more information about the source code in OMR, we created OMRStatistics. OMRStatistics is an open source static analysis tool, built as a Clang plugin [4]. It records the parent-child class relationships in the source code, and collects information about the methods in these classes. This information includes their source location, where they have been overridden, and whether they are virtual or implicit. OMRStatistics records all this information in a database to make it easier for developers to query. Additionally, it provides visualizations of the information in the form of diagrams and HTML pages. While we currently only ran OMRStatistics on OMR, it is important to note that the nature of the tool as a Clang plugin allows it to run on any source code that can be compiled by Clang, hence it does work on any C++ project.

We now describe how OMRStatistics works, the output files it produces, and the database where this information is eventually stored.
When OMRStatistics is run on the OMR source code, it creates virtual functions underlined, and implicit functions are italicized and have larger fonts. Pressing the button on top hides the implicit functions.

### 4.1 Output Files

When OMRStatistics is run on the OMR source code, it creates seven CSV output files as follows:

- **allClasses.csv**: contains a record for each class. The record includes the class name, the namespace it resides in, and whether this class is extensible or not.
- **allFunctions.csv**: contains a record for every function. The record includes the function name, signature, class which this function belongs to, and whether this function is implicitly declared and/or virtual.
- **functionLocation.csv**: contains the information that links every function to the source file location where it was declared.
- **hierarchy.csv**: contains two fields in each record. The first one indicates whether this hierarchy is extensible or not. The second field is a textual serialization of that hierarchy. The hierarchy is represented in the following form: class -> parent 1 -> ... -> parent n.
- **overloads.csv**: includes a record for every override of a function in OMR. Each record includes the base class, the signature of the overridden function, and the overridding class.
- **overrides.html**: a web page that visualizations the overridding present in OMR. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of this visualization.
- **hierarchy.pdf**: a PDF file that visualizes the class hierarchies. A screen shot of the visualization is in Figure 5

### 4.2 OMRStatistics Setup

Since OMRStatistics is implemented as a Clang plugin, it runs its analysis while compiling a given source file. In order to run OMRStatistics on the whole OMR source code, the whole source code has to be compiled by Clang. For a given compilation, OMR would need to already be configured with the combination of architecture and programming language to build for. This means that only a subset of the source files would be analyzed in any given build. Analyzing all variants of the source code means compiling OMR multiple times with all possible combinations of architectures and languages. At the moment, OMR has a relatively small number of variants due to the handful number of languages that use OMR. However, we expect that the number of variants to rapidly increase as more languages start using the OMR technology. Although for now, we will individually run OMRStatistics on all variants and then aggregate the results, it is part of our future work to edit Clang such that we can leverage the similarities between variants and run the tool on less number of files [35].

### 4.3 OMRStatistics Approach

OMRStatistics works in three phases. The first phase starts by calling a class named `HMRecorder`, an extension of Clang’s `RecursiveASTVisitor` class which goes through the declarations of classes and methods. `HMRecorder` processes all declarations found in the source code and saves the following: (1) a mapping between each class declaration and its method declarations, (2) whether classes are extensible or not, (3) whether a function is implicit or not, (4) mapping between each class declaration and its parent declarations.

The second phase is carried out in class `HMConsumer`, which consumes the information recorded by the HMRecorder, processes it, and outputs it in the relevant CSV output files. More specifically, the `HMConsumer` creates a node for each class or parent found in the previous phase, and connects them together according to the mapping between class and parent declarations. On the other hand, `HMConsumer` also creates a data structure for each method signature (called `MethodTracker` object). By using the mapping (provided by `HMRecorder`) between every class and its methods, the tool keeps track of all the method signatures occurrences in `MethodTracker`’s.

The third phase is triggered automatically by the build system after compiling the project using Clang (the first and second phases). In this phase, python scripts process the CSV files trimming the outputs of duplicate records (due to compiling for all configurations, files might be compiled more than once, resulting in duplicate records), creating an SQL file to build the database, and generating multiple visualization files from the output files of previous phases.
virtual or implicit, the header file where this function is declared, and for OMR downstream extension points will be made into virtual functions. This will make the rest of the OMR code more dynamic polymorphism, the functions that are intended to be extensible. Considering only the extensible classes, the low percentage of overridden methods in extensible classes and only 466 of these methods, roughly 5.6%, are overridden. Based on the hypothesis of OMR developers (mentioned in section 3.3), the proposal is to virtualize functions that are extended in OMR. OMR developers are encouraged by the small percentage of methods that would need to be virtualized, but further run-time profiling is needed to determine the possible run-time overhead since it depends on how often these functions will be called.

5.2 Data About Overridden Functions

Question 2: How many methods are there in all OMR extensible classes and how many of them get overridden?

The corresponding database queries reveal that OMR has 8,336 methods in extensible classes and only 466 of these methods, roughly 5.6%, are overridden. Based on the hypothesis of OMR developers, moving from static polymorphism to dynamic polymorphism will only affect a low percentage of functions and variability points and hence is likely to have a minimal impact on the performance of OMR.

Note that while we only answer these three questions here, the data gathered by OMRStatistics in the database allows OMR developers to query for additional information about the class hierarchies and function overloading/overriding in OMR and OpenJ9.

5.4 Moving Forward with Dynamic Polymorphism

The previous facts and data demonstrate why it is favorable to change from static to dynamic polymorphism. However, there will be some extra work, beyond simply adding the virtual keyword to functions, as the existing variability mechanism allows certain imprecisions in implementation.

One such challenge will be missing base-class implementations. Consider Figure 7, a function a() is declared and implemented in class A of all supported architectures of OMR: OMR::X86::A, OMR::Power::A, OMR::ARM::A, and OMR::Z::A; however, it is never declared in OMR::A. This currently works with the use of self() when calling a() since the search for the function is bound to start at the bottom of the hierarchy. However, when virtualizing class A, if OMR::A::b() refers to this->a(), the compiler will throw an error as function a() is not defined in this class. One solution for this challenge is to statically analyze the function calls in the project, finding such cases and defining them in their respective class in the OMR namespace in order to prevent the project from throwing imprecisions in implementation.
However in practice, it is common for software to use multiple variability implementations at once. For instance, Mozilla Firefox uses the black-box component and the broker pattern [47]. The broker pattern [16, 39] falls under another variability implementation mechanism, design patterns. Other popular design patterns used in variability [8] include the observer pattern [25] and the template pattern [36].

Another way to implement variability is through inheritance [7]. In our previous position paper [35], we described the OMR project and how it uses static polymorphism to implement variability along with the challenges OMR developers currently face. The OMRStatistics tool we present in this paper is a concrete realization for addressing one of the challenges we discussed there.

For a complete list of possible variability implementation strategies, we refer the reader to the work by Apel et al. [7].

6.2 Variability Metrics

Various variability metrics have been proposed to evaluate variability implementations in product lines. Liebig et al. [33] analyze more than forty CPP projects according to metrics introduced by the authors, suggesting alternative variability implementations. Hunsen et al. [26] study twenty seven CPP projects in order to study the similarity between CPP implementation in open source and industrial projects. In their paper, the authors define the similarity between implementations by a set of variability metrics. Andre et al. [46] use the concept of service utilization to come up with evaluation metrics for variability in SPLs.

Since OMRStatistics proposes altering the variability implementation mechanism in Eclipse OMR, a potential future work would be to use, an adaptation of, the variability metrics proposed in literature to assess the new variability implementation.

6.3 Tools Supporting Variability

There are various research and industrial tools developed to support reasoning about software variability.

Based on a survey done by Berger et al. [15], the two most common industrial variability modeling tools used to support variability are pure::variants and GEARS. Pure: :variants is a feature modeling plugin for Eclipse that adds variability support to Eclipse [5] in order to support product line variability development. However, there are other feature modeling plugins for Eclipse such as FeaturePlugin [6]. There also exists tool suites that support variability development such as DOPLER [21] and the AHEAD [10].

On the other hand, GEARS is a code analysis tool developed by BigLever Software that focuses on software mass customization in software product lines [32]. Mass customization was also tackled by Ronny et al. [30]. In their research, Ronny et al. use the PuLSE approach [13] to convert a product into a reusable core component of a product line. It is worthy to note that Eclipse OMR also started as a single product which was then transformed to the core of a product line, as described in our position paper [35].

Other tools support variability by analyzing the source code and providing insights about the project. For example, FeatureIDE [45] is a variability aware IDE that analyzes projects and maps their code artifacts to features. RequiLine [48] is a tool that supports requirements engineering in SPLs.
Another tool that offers variability awareness analysis is Typechef [29]. Typechef aims to analyze all variants of a configurable software, implemented using C and the C preprocessor. It works by preprocessing the source code into conditionalized tokens that are then parsed into conditional ASTs. These ASTs are then used as the basis of many analyses. However, Typechef was developed to analyze software written in C (and Java). It currently does not support C++ projects. In addition, it supports projects whose variability is implemented using only preprocessor directives, which is not the case in Eclipse OMR. Hence, we were not able to leverage its capabilities in our research.

Various other techniques are used to support variability. Eisenbarth et al. [22] use concept analysis, alongside with static and dynamic analysis, to correlate source code blocks to sets of features. Concept analysis is also used by Krone et al. [31] to extract configuration dependencies for projects whose variability is implemented with C preprocessors (CPP) [26], and by Loesch et al. [34] to visualize product features and configurations. Another tool that supports projects with CPP variability implementations is created by Baxter et al. [11]. Their tool uses DMS, a transformation system used to gradually alter and orient a software’s design for more efficient maintenance [12] by neatly removing preprocessor configurations of unsupported features.

Different from above, OMRRSTATISTICS works by statically analyzing the Eclipse OMR code, to support variability design decisions by collecting information about the project’s variability points. Developers can then use this information to decide about any needed changes to their variability implementation.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an industry system, Eclipse OMR, that uses static polymorphism to impelment variability. We provide evidence to help developers assess how changing OMRR’s variability implementation mechanism to dynamic polymorphism will impact the overall performance and complexity of the project.

During the development of OMR, developers had to make some design decisions to overpass the faced challenges. One decision was to use static polymorphism instead of dynamic polymorphism in order to protect the runtime performance from being impacted. However, after progressing in the development of the project as a product line, OMR developers have been realizing some problems with the static polymorphism implementation: the obscurity of extension points and the complexity added by the resulting code conventions. Hence, OMR’s variability implementation design is being revisited.

The hypothesis of OMR developers is that virtualizing the functions that act as extension points of the project will not have a significant impact on the runtime performance. Attempting to motivate or discourage this hypothesis, we created a tool, OMRRSTATISTICS, that statically analyzes the code and extracts the information needed to make this decision.

Based on the information we collected, switching the extension points will theoretically not have a significant impact on the runtime performance of the tool. However, the actual impact can only be measured by progressively changing extension points to dynamic polymorphism and observing the impact on performance.

Our future plan is to gradually suggest to OMR developers functions that can be changed to use dynamic polymorphism instead of static polymorphism, and measure the impact on runtime performance.
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